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Abstract
The (maximal) exponent of a non-empty finite word is the ratio of its length to its period. Dejean (1972) conjectured that for any
n ≥ 5 there exists an infinite word over n letters with no factor of its exponent larger than n/(n − 1). We prove that this conjecture
is true for n ≥ 33.
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1. Introduction
The study of unrepetitive words has been one of the main topics in the Combinatorics on Words since the works of
Thue [1,14,15], both for its theoretical interest and for its applications in different fields, such as Algebra, Geometry,
Game Theory, and Symbolic Dynamics. For a comprehensive survey, the reader is referred to [2] and the references
therein.
Thue [14] showed the existence of an infinite binary word without overlapping occurrences of a same factor
(overlap-free), and of an infinite word over three letters without adjacent occurrences of a same non-empty factor
(square-free).
A natural extension of this problem takes into account repetitions of a fractional exponent. We recall that the
exponent of a non-empty finite word is the ratio among its length and its period. Thus, a word is square-free if it has
no factor of exponent 2, and is overlap-free if it has no factor of exponent larger than 2.
Dejean [6] produced an infinite word on three letters such that the maximal exponent of its factors is 7/4. This
bound is optimal, since any word on three letters of length 39 has a factor of exponent not smaller than 7/4. The least
real number r such that there exists an infinite word on n letters with no factor of exponent larger than r has been
called the repetition threshold on n letters [3]. Thus, Dejean’s result above states that the repetition threshold on three
letters is 7/4. Similarly, the existence of an infinite binary overlap-free word shows that the repetition threshold on
two letters is 2.
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Dejean observed that for n ≥ 5, the repetition threshold on n letters is not smaller than n/(n − 1), while for n = 4
it is not smaller than 7/5. She conjectured that these are the actual values of the repetition threshold. This conjecture
has been proved to be true for n = 4 by Pansiot [12] and, with the extensive use of a computer, for 5 ≤ n ≤ 11 by
Moulin-Ollagnier [11] and, more recently, for 12 ≤ n ≤ 14 by Mohammad-Noori and Currie [10].
We mention that a generalization of the repetition threshold, taking into account not only the exponent but also the
length of the factors has been considered in [7]. Binary or ternary words avoiding certain fractional powers are studied
in [5,8,13].
Pansiot [12] showed that any word over n letters having only factors of exponent smaller than (n − 1)/(n − 2)
is the image of a binary word by a suitable sequential function γn . Moulin-Ollagnier [11] noticed that the sequential
transducer computing γn can be identified with a morphism ϕn of the two-generated free monoid onto the symmetric
group on n objects. He also characterized the binary words v such that γn(v) has a ‘long’ factor of exponent larger
than n/(n− 1). These are, indeed, the words containing a kernel repetition, i.e., a factor with a period p, length larger
than np/(n − 1)− n + 1, and itself with a factor of length p belonging to kerϕn .
In our analysis, a central role is played by binary words which are mapped by ϕn into the stabilizer of k suitable
points (k-stabilizing words). Indeed, as shown in Section 3, in order to prove that the repetition threshold on n letters
is n/(n − 1), it is sufficient to produce binary words of arbitrarily large length with no kernel repetition and no k-
stabilizing word of length smaller than k(n−1), 1 ≤ k ≤ n−1 among their factors. In Section 4, we study k-stabilizing
words for k = 1, 2, 3.
In Section 5 we introduce, for any integer n ≥ 9, a morphism f from a finite alphabet into a binary alphabet. At
least when n ≥ 30, this morphism has the property that for 1 ≤ k ≤ n−1, no k-stabilizing word of length smaller than
k(n − 1) occurs as a factor in a word of the co-domain of f . The proof of this property is obtained as a consequence
of some results given in Sections 6 and 7.
In Section 8, we give a condition on the factors of a word w ensuring that no factor of f (w) is a kernel repetition.
Finally, in Section 9 we produce, for any n ≥ 33, an infinite word satisfying such a condition. This allows us to
conclude that for an alphabet with 33 or more letters, Dejean’s conjecture is true.
A preliminary version of this work, with weaker results and incomplete proofs was presented at the 31st
International Symposium on the Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science, Stara´ Lesna´, Slovakia [4].
2. Preliminaries
Let A be a finite nonempty set, or alphabet, and A∗ be the free monoid generated by A. The elements of A are
usually called letters, and those of A∗ words. The identity element of A∗ is called the empty word and denoted by ε.
We set A+ = A∗ \ {ε}.
A word w ∈ A+ can be written uniquely as a sequence of letters as w = a1a2 · · · an , with ai ∈ A, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
n > 0. The integer n is called the length of w and denoted |w|. The length of ε is 0. The set of the words of A∗ of
length n will be denoted by An . For any w ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A, |w|a denotes the number of occurrences of the letter a in
w.
Let w ∈ A∗. The word u is a factor of w if there exist words r, s such that w = rus. A factor u of w is called
proper if u 6= w. If w = us, for some word s (resp., w = ru, for some word r ), then u is called a prefix (resp., a suffix)
of w. For any w ∈ A∗, we denote by Fact(w), the set of its factors and respectively by Pref(w) and Suff(w) the sets
of its proper prefixes and suffixes. For any X ⊆ A∗, we set
Fact(X) =
⋃
w∈X
Fact(w), Pref(X) =
⋃
w∈X
Pref(w), Suff(X) =
⋃
w∈X
Suff(w).
An element of Fact(X) will be also called a factor of X . Given two sets X, Y ⊆ A∗, we say that X avoids Y if
Y ∩ Fact(X) = ∅. We shall usually say that a word w avoids a set Y if {w} avoids Y . A subset Y of A∗ is said to be
avoidable if it is avoided by an infinite subset of A∗.
Let w = a1a2 · · · an , with ai ∈ A, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n > 0. A positive integer p is said to be a period of w if ai = ai+p
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− p. As is well known, for any u ∈ Pref(w)∩ Suff(w), |w| − |u| is a period of w. We recall that if both
a prefix r and a suffix s of a word w have period p and |r | + |s| ≥ |w| + p, then p is a period of w, too (see, e.g., [9,
Chap. 8]).
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Let p be the minimal period of w. The ratio
|w|
p
is called the exponent of w. For instance, the word 1123112311 on the alphabet {1, 2, 3} has length 10 and minimal
period 4, so that its exponent is 5/2.
Let A be an n-letter alphabet with n ≥ 2. For any real number r ≥ 1, let Lr be the set of the words of A∗ of
exponent larger than r . It is possible to prove that there exists a least real number r such that Lr is avoidable. It is
called the repetition threshold on n letters, and is denoted by RT(n). As shown in [6], for any n ≥ 2,
RT(n) ≥ n
n − 1 . (1)
An infinite word α on the alphabet A is any unending sequence α = (ai )i≥1 of letters of A. A factor of α is any
word aiai+1 · · · a j , with 1 ≤ i ≤ j , as well as the empty word. Also in the case that α is an infinite word, the set of
factors of α is denoted by Fact(α), and we shall say that α avoids Y ⊆ A∗ if Y ∩ Fact(α) = ∅.
Let n be a positive integer. We shall denote by Sn the symmetric group on n objects. Thus, the elements of Sn are
the permutations of the set An = {1, 2, . . . , n}. For any σ ∈ Sn and a ∈ An the image of a by σ will be denoted by
aσ . As is well known, any permutation can be written as a product of pairwise disjoint cycles with its order equal to
the least common multiple of the lengths of the cycles.
3. Pansiot’s transduction
Some of the results presented in this section are essentially reformulations or extensions of some properties
established in [11,12]. In order to standardize notation and have a self-contained paper, we give here complete proofs,
although sometimes synthetical, as far as possible.
Let n ≥ 2 be a fixed integer and B = {0, 1}. We consider the morphism ϕn : B∗ → Sn defined by
ϕn(0) = (1 2 · · · n − 1), ϕn(1) = (1 2 · · · n).
Since for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2, one has iϕn(0) = iϕn(1) = i + 1, one easily derives that if u ∈ B∗ and 1 ≤ i ≤ n− |u| − 1,
then
iϕn(u) = i + |u|. (2)
Let γn : B∗ → A∗n be the map defined as follows: for ` ≥ 0, b1, b2, . . . , b` ∈ B, one has
γn(b1b2 · · · b`) = a1a2 · · · a`
where
aiϕn(b1b2 · · · bi ) = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ `.
The map γn was introduced by Pansiot [12] as the output of a sequential transducer. He proved that if the maximal
exponent of the factors of a word u ∈ A∗n is smaller than (n − 1)/(n − 2), then u can be obtained by renaming the
letters of a word of γn(B∗) (cf. [12, Lemme 2.3]).
Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 and u ∈ B+. We say that u is a k-stabilizing word (of order n) if ϕn(u) fixes the points
1, 2, . . . , k. We shall denote by Stabn(k) the set of k-stabilizing words of order n. The word u is a kernel repetition
(of order n) if it has a period p and a factor u′ such that
u′ ∈ kerϕn, |u′| = p, |u| > npn − 1 − n + 1.
We remark that if the previous condition is verified, one has x ∈ kerϕn for any x ∈ Fact(u) such that |x | = p.
Indeed, since p is a period of u, x is conjugate of u′, i.e., x = rs, u′ = sr for suitable r, s ∈ B∗. One derives that
ϕn(x) = (ϕn(s))−1ϕn(u′)ϕn(s) is the identity.
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Lemma 3.1. Let γn(b1b2 · · · b`) = a1a2 · · · a`, bi ∈ B, ai ∈ An , 1 ≤ i ≤ ` and let p be a period of the word
v = a ja j+1 · · · ah,
1 ≤ j ≤ h ≤ `.
(i) If p ≤ h − j ≤ p + n − 2, then bh−p+1bh−p+2 · · · bh ∈ Stabn(h − j − p + 1).
(ii) If h − j ≥ p + n − 1, then bh−p+1bh−p+2 · · · bh ∈ kerϕn and p is a period of the word u = b j+n−1b j+n · · · bh .
Proof. (i) By the definition of γn , for 1 ≤ s ≤ h − j − p + 1 one has
ah−s−p+1ϕn(b1 · · · bh−s−p+1) = ah−s+1ϕn(b1 · · · bh−s+1) = 1.
In view of (2), one derives
ah−s−p+1ϕn(b1 · · · bh−p) = ah−s+1ϕn(b1 · · · bh) = s.
Since p is a period of v, one has ah−s−p+1 = ah−s+1, so that from the previous equation one easily derives
sϕn(bh−p+1bh−p+2 · · · bh) = s. This proves statement (i).
(ii) Suppose h − j = p + n − 1. As the words a ja j+1 · · · ah−1 and a j+1a j+2 · · · ah have period p, in view of (i),
one derives
bh−pbh−p+1 · · · bh−1, bh−p+1bh−p+2 · · · bh ∈ Stabn(n − 1) = kerϕn .
Hence, ϕn(bh−p) = ϕn(bh) = ϕn(bh−pbh−p+1 · · · bh), and consequently, bh−p = bh . This proves that u =
bh−pbh−p+1 · · · bh has period p.
Now we assume h − j ≥ p + n and proceed by induction on h − j . Since a ja j+1 · · · ah−1 and a j+1a j+2 · · · ah
have period p, for the sake of the induction we may assume that bh−p+1bh−p+2 · · · bh ∈ kerϕn , and that p is a period
of both u1 = b j+n−1b j+n · · · bh−1 and u2 = b j+n · · · bh . Since u1 and u2 are respectively a prefix and a suffix of u,
and |u1| + |u2| = |u| + |u2| − 1 ≥ |u| + p, we conclude that p is also a period of u. 
Proposition 3.2. Letw ∈ B∗. If a factor of γn(w) has exponent larger than n/(n−1), thenw has a factor u satisfying
one of the following conditions:
(i) u ∈ Stabn(k) and 0 < |u| < k(n − 1) for some k ≤ n − 1,
(ii) u is a kernel repetition of order n.
Proof. Set
w = b1b2 · · · b`, γn(w) = a1a2 · · · a`
bi ∈ B, ai ∈ An , 1 ≤ i ≤ `. Let v = a ja j+1 · · · ah be a factor of γn(w) with exponent larger than n/(n−1). Denoting
by p the minimal period of v, one has (h − j + 1)/p = |v|/p > n/(n − 1), or equivalently,
h − j > np
n − 1 − 1.
Thus, h − j ≥ p. If h − j ≤ p + n − 2, then by the previous lemma, one has
u = bh−p+1bh−p+2 · · · bh ∈ Stabn(k)
where k = h − j − p + 1 > p/(n − 1). Thus, |u| = p < k(n − 1) so that Condition (i) is satisfied.
If, on the contrary, h− j ≥ p+ n− 1, then by the previous lemma, one has that u = b j+n−1b j+n · · · bh has period
p and u′ = bh−p+1bh−p+2 · · · bh ∈ kerϕn . Moreover,
|u′| = p and |u| = h − j − n + 2 > np
n − 1 − n + 1,
so that u is a kernel repetition. 
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Table 1
iϕn(u), u = u1u2, |u1| = n − 3, |u2| = 3, i = 1, 2
u2 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
1ϕn(u) 2 2 n 1 2 2 n 1
2ϕn(u) 3 3 3 3 n 1 2 2
We remark that the connection among the presence of kernel repetitions in w and of ‘long’ factors of exponents
larger than n/(n − 1) in γn(w) was already noticed in [11].
The previous proposition shows that in order to prove the Dejean conjecture for a n-letter alphabet, it is sufficient
to find infinitely many binary words w satisfying the following conditions:
• for all k < n, no factor of w of length smaller than k(n − 1) is a k-stabilizing word of order n, and
• no factor of w is a kernel repetition of order n.
4. Short stabilizing words
In this section, we deal with k-stabilizing words, with k = 1, 2, 3. The following technical lemma will be useful in
the sequel.
Lemma 4.1. Let n ≥ 2, i, j ∈ An and u ∈ B∗ be such that iϕn(u) = j < n. Then either |u| = j − i or
|u| ≥ n + j − i − 1.
Proof. If |u| < j , then one has k = j − |u| ≥ 1, and by (2), kϕn(u) = j . This implies k = i , so that |u| = j − i .
Now suppose j ≤ |u| < n+ j − i − 1. Then we can factorize u = u1u2 with |u2| = j − 1, |u1| < n− i . One derives
1ϕn(u2) = 1+ |u2| = j and iϕn(u1) = i + |u1| > 1, so that iϕn(u) = iϕn(u1u2) 6= 1ϕn(u2) = j . We conclude that
if |u| ≥ j , then necessarily |u| ≥ n + j − i − 1. 
Taking i = j = 1 in previous lemma, one obtains the following
Proposition 4.2. Let n ≥ 2. For any u ∈ Stabn(1), |u| ≥ n − 1.
Proposition 4.3. Let n ≥ 3, u ∈ B∗ and |u| < 2(n − 1). One has u ∈ Stabn(2) if and only if u ∈ Bn−3{00, 111}.
Proof. For |u| = n, i = 1, 2, iϕn(u) can be computed as follows: set u = u1u2 with u1 ∈ Bn−3, u2 ∈ B3. Then by
(2), iϕn(u1) = n + i − 3 and
iϕn(u) = (n + i − 3)ϕn(u2).
The values of (n + i − 3)ϕn(u2) are given in Table 1. By inspecting this table, one can see that u ∈ Stabn(2) if and
only if u2 = 111.
By the previous lemma, one has that if v ∈ Stabn(2), then necessarily |v| ≥ n − 1. Suppose |v| = n − 1. One
has v ∈ Stabn(2) if and only if iϕn(v0) = i + 1, i = 1, 2. Since the length of v0 is n, by Table 1 we derive that
v ∈ Stabn(2) if and only if v = u100.
Finally, suppose v ∈ Stabn(2), with |v| > n. Then v = uv′ with |u| = n, v′ ∈ B+. By Table 1, one has that
i ≤ iϕn(u) = j ≤ i + 1 for either i = 1 or i = 2. Moreover, jϕn(v′) = i so that from Lemma 4.1, it follows
|v′| ≥ n + i − j − 1 ≥ n − 2 and |v| ≥ 2n − 2. 
Proposition 4.4. Let n ≥ 6, u ∈ B∗ \ B∗{00, 111}B∗ and |u| < 3(n − 1). One has u ∈ Stabn(3) if and only if there
exist y, y′ ∈ Bn−4 and x ∈ B4 such that u = y′xyx.
Proof. Our first step consists in evaluating iϕ(u) for u ∈ B2n \ B∗{00, 111}B∗, i = 1, 2, 3. The computation can be
carried out as follows. Set u = u1u2u3u4 with |u1| = n − 4, |u3| = n − 6, u2, u4 ∈ B5 \ B∗{00, 111}B∗. By (2) for
i = 1, 2, 3 one has iϕn(u1) = n+ i − 4, so that iϕn(u1u2) = (n+ i − 4)ϕn(u2). The words u2 ∈ B5 \ B∗{00, 111}B∗
are reported in the first row of Table 2, the values of iϕn(u1u2), i = 1, 2, 3 for any u2 are reported in the second row.
It happens that in any case iϕn(u1u2) ≤ 5, so that by (2), iϕn(u1u2u3) = iϕn(u1u2) + |u3| = n − (6 − iϕn(u1u2))
and
iϕn(u) = (n − (6− iϕn(u1u2)))ϕn(u4).
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Table 2
iϕn(u), u = u1u2u3u4, |u1| = n − 4, |u2| = |u4| = 5, |u3| = n − 6, i = 1, 2, 3
u2 01010 01011 01101 10101 10110 11010 11011
ϕn(u1u2) 3 2 5 3 2 5 1 3 5 1 4 3 2 4 3 3 2 4 3 2 4
6− ϕn(u1u2) 3 4 1 3 4 1 5 3 1 5 2 3 4 2 3 3 4 2 3 4 2
01010 3 n 5 3 n 5 1 3 5 1 2 3 n 2 3 3 n 2 3 n 2
01011 3 1 5 3 1 5 n 3 5 n 2 3 1 2 3 3 1 2 3 1 2
01101 1 2 5 1 2 5 n 1 5 n 3 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 1 2 3
u3 10101 1 2 3 1 2 3 n 1 3 n 4 1 2 4 1 1 2 4 1 2 4
10110 2 n 3 2 n 3 1 2 3 1 4 2 n 4 2 2 n 4 2 n 4
11010 3 n 4 3 n 4 1 3 4 1 2 3 n 2 3 3 n 2 3 n 2
11011 3 1 4 3 1 4 n 3 4 n 2 3 1 2 3 3 1 2 3 1 2
The values of 6 − iϕn(u1u2) for any u2 are reported in the third row of Table 2. In the remaining rows for any
u4 ∈ B5\B∗{00, 111}B∗ the values 1ϕn(u), 2ϕn(u), 3ϕn(u), computed by the formula above, are given. By inspecting
this table, one can see that u ∈ Stabn(3) if and only if u2 = xb1, u4 = b2x for some b1, b2 ∈ B, x ∈ B4. This is
equivalent to say that u = y′xyx , with x ∈ B4 and y′ = u1, y = b1u3b2 ∈ Bn−4.
Now let us verify that there is no word v ∈ Stabn(3) \ B∗{00, 111}B∗ such that |v| < 3n − 3 and |v| 6= 2n. If
v ∈ Stabn(3) \ B∗{00, 111}B∗, then v ∈ Stabn(2), so that by Proposition 4.3, |v| ≥ 2n − 2. Suppose |v| = 2n − 2.
If v ∈ Stabn(3), then for all z ∈ B2 one should have iϕn(vz) = i + 2, i = 1, 2, 3. However, as |vz| = 2n, it is
sufficient to inspect Table 2 to see that this never happens. In a similar way, one verifies that if |v| = 2n − 1, then
v 6∈ Stabn(3) \ B∗{00, 111}B∗.
Finally, suppose 2n < |v| < 3n − 3. Then v = uv′ with |u| = 2n and 1 ≤ |v′| ≤ n − 4. By Table 1 one has that in
any case there exists i ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that i ≤ iϕn(u) ≤ 3. It follows that for such an i , iϕn(v) = iϕn(u)+ |v′| > i ,
so that v 6∈ Stabn(2). 
As an application of the previous results, we give an example of an infinite language avoiding k-stabilizing words
of order n and of length smaller than k(n − 1) for k = 1, 2, 3.
Proposition 4.5. Let m, q ≥ 1. Set
X = {010101, 101101}, Y = (01)q Xm, Y ′ = 1(01)q Xm .
For k = 1, 2, 3, Y ∗ avoids k-stabilizing words of order n = 6m + 2q + 1 and length smaller than k(n − 1), while Y ′∗
avoids k-stabilizing words of order n + 1 and length smaller than kn.
Proof. We shall prove the statement only for the set Y ∗. For the set Y ′∗, the proof is similar. By Propositions 4.2–4.4,
it is sufficient to verify that Y ∗ avoids 00, 111, and xyx for all x ∈ B4, y ∈ Bn−4.
Since Y ⊆ {01, 101}∗, and {01, 101}2 avoids 00 and 111, also Y ∗ has to avoid these two words.
Now suppose that Y ∗ has a factor xyx with |x | = 4, |y| = n − 4. Then we can find z1 ∈ Pref(Y ) and z2 ∈ Suff(Y )
such that
z1xyxz2 ∈ Y ∗.
First we consider the case that z1xyxz2 ∈ Y 2. Since the length of the words of Y is n − 1, one has |z1z2| =
2n − 2− |xyx | = n − 6. This implies that
y = y1y2, z1xy1, y2xz2 ∈ Y,
for suitable y1, y2 ∈ B∗. One easily derives that |z1y1| = n− 5 = |z1z2| + 1, and consequently |y1| = |z2| + 1. Since
Y ⊆ Suff(X∗), one has xy1, xz2 ∈ Suff(X∗), so that deleting in y1 and z2 the longest suffixes belonging to X∗, we
obtain two words s1, s2 ∈ Suff(X) such that
xs1, xs2 ∈ Suff(X∗), |s1| ≡ |s2| + 1 (mod 6). (3)
However, with some patience, one can verify that no triple (x, s1, s2) ∈ B4×Suff(X)×Suff(X) satisfies (3), yielding
a contradiction.
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Now we consider the case that z1xyxz2 6∈ Y 2. Since |z1|, |z2| ≤ n − 2, one has n + 4 ≤ |z1xyxz2| ≤ 3n,
and therefore z1xyxz2 ∈ Y 3. Moreover, one easily derives that |z1x | = 3n − 3 − |yxz2| ≥ n − 1 and |xz2| =
3n − 3− |z1xy| ≥ n − 1, so that
x = x1x2 = x3x4, z1x1, x2yx3, x4z2 ∈ Y,
for suitable x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈ B∗. One has |x1x2y| = n = |x2yx3| + 1, so that |x1| = |x3| + 1. Thus, from the equation
x1x2 = x3x4 one gets
x1 = x3b, bx2 = x4, b ∈ B.
Suppose |x4| ≥ 2. Since x4 is a prefix of Y , it starts with the prefix 01. Thus b = 0, and the first letter of x2 is 1.
This yields a contradiction, because x2 is also a prefix of Y . By a symmetrical argument, one has a contradiction if
|x1| ≥ 2. Finally, if |x1| = |x4| = 1, one obtains x = b which is again a contradiction. We conclude that Y ∗ avoids
xyx . 
5. A binary encoding
In the sequel, we assume that n ≥ 9 is a fixed integer. For this reason, we shall omit the index n in ϕn and Stabn(k),
whenever no confusion arises. In this section we introduce a uniform morphism from a finite alphabet into B∗. As
we shall see in the sequel, at least when n is sufficiently large, the image of this morphism avoids, for all k < n,
k-stabilizing words of length smaller than k(n − 1).
As usually, the maximal integer smaller than or equal to a given real q is denoted by bqc. We set p = bn/2c,
m = b(n − 3)/6c. Moreover, we denote by ŷ the word defined by
ŷ =
{
(01)p if n = 2p + 1,
1(01)p−1 if n = 2p.
In both cases, ŷ = x̂ (01)3m for a suitable x̂ ∈ B∗. Namely, x̂ = (01)p−3m or x̂ = 1(01)p−3m−1 according to the
parity of n. We introduce the morphism f : A∗m → B∗ defined by
f (1) = ŷ p x̂ (101)2m,
f (a)= ŷ p x̂ (101)2m−2a 010 (101)2a−1, 2 ≤ a ≤ m.
We notice that for any a ∈ Am ,
| f (a)| = (n − 1)(p + 1).
Since f (A∗m) ⊆ (̂x Xm)∗, where X = {010101, 101101} and n = 6m+|̂x |+1, the following result is a straightforward
consequence of Proposition 4.5.
Proposition 5.1. For k = 1, 2, 3, f (A∗) avoids k-stabilizing words of order n and length smaller than k(n − 1).
We set
τ = ϕ(010101), ρ = ϕ(ŷ ), σ = ϕ(101) (ϕ(010))−1,
and for all a ∈ Am
σa = τ−aστ a .
Lemma 5.2. One has
ρ = (n 2p − 1 2p − 3 2p − 5 · · · 1), (4)
σ = (n − 3 n − 2 n n − 1), (5)
and for any a ∈ Am ,
σa = (6a − 2 6a − 3 6a − 1 6a). (6)
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Proof. Let 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. If i is odd, one can factorize ŷ = u1101u2 with |u1| = n − i − 1, |u2| = i − 3. By (2)
one has iϕ(u1) = n − 1 and 1ϕ(u2) = i − 2. Since (n − 1)ϕ(101) = 1, we conclude that iρ = iϕ(ŷ ) = i − 2. If,
on the contrary, i is even, one can factorize ŷ = u10u2 with |u1| = n − i − 1, |u2| = i − 1, so that iϕ(u1) = n − 1
and 1ϕ(u2) = i . Since (n − 1)ϕ(0) = 1, we conclude that iρ = i . Moreover, as ŷ = u31, with |u3| = n − 2, one has
1ρ = 1ϕ(u3)ϕ(1) = (n − 1)ϕ(1) = 1. We have shown that the restriction of ρ and (n 2p − 1 2p − 3 2p − 5 · · · 1)
to An \ {n} coincide. This implies (4).
Still, by (2), one has iϕ(101) = iϕ(010) = i + 3 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 4. Moreover, as one easily verifies that
(n − 3)ϕ(101) = (n − 2)ϕ(010) = n, (n − 2)ϕ(101) = nϕ(010) = 2,
(n − 1)ϕ(101) = (n − 3)ϕ(010) = 1, nϕ(101) = (n − 1)ϕ(010) = 3.
From these equations, one obtains (5). A simple computation gives
σ1 = ((n − 3)τ (n − 2)τ nτ (n − 1)τ ) = (4 3 5 6).
More generally, for 1 ≤ a ≤ m, σa = (4τ a−1 3τ a−1 5τ a−1 6τ a−1). From (2), one has iτ a−1 = i + 6(a − 1),
i = 3, 4, 5, 6, and one easily derives (6). 
We remark that by (6), the permutations σa are pairwise disjoint 4-cycles, and therefore they commute.
Let us consider the morphism ψ : A∗m → Sn defined by ψ(v) = ϕ( f (v)), v ∈ A∗m . The morphism ψ is described
by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. One has
ψ(1) =
m∏
c=1
σc
and
ψ(a) =
∏
c∈Am\{a}
σc, 2 ≤ a ≤ m.
Proof. One has ρ = ϕ(ŷ ) = ϕ(̂x (010101)m) = ϕ(̂x )τm so that ϕ(ŷ p x̂ ) = ρ p+1τ−m . Since by (4), the order of ρ
is p + 1, one derives ϕ(ŷ p x̂ ) = τ−m . Moreover, ϕ((101)2) = ϕ(101)ϕ(010)−1ϕ(010101) = στ , so that
ψ(1) = ϕ(ŷ p x̂ (101)2m) = τ−m(στ)m .
Since the permutations σc, 1 ≤ c ≤ m, commute, one has
m∏
c=1
σc = τ−mστm τ−m+1στm−1 · · · τ−1στ = τ−m(στ)m = ψ(1).
Now assume 2 ≤ a ≤ m. Since σ commutes with σa−1, one easily verifies, by induction on a, that
(στ)−aσ(στ)a = σa . One derives that
ψ(a) = ϕ(ŷ p x̂ (101)2(m−a)010(101)2a−1) = ψ(1)(στ)−aσ−1(στ)a = ψ(1)σ−1a ,
and the conclusion follows. 
From the previous lemma, one has that for all v ∈ Am ,
ψ(v) = σ |v|1
m∏
a=2
σ |v|−|v|aa . (7)
We conclude this section with the following lemma concerning the factors of f (A∗).
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Lemma 5.4. Let w ∈ A∗m and u ∈ Fact( f (w)). Then there exist v1, v2 ∈ Fact(w), x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈ B∗ and integers
h1, h2, h3, h4 such that
ϕ(u) = (ϕ(x1))−1ρ−h1ψ(v1)ρh2ϕ(x2) = ϕ(x3)ρ−h3ψ(v2)ρh4(ϕ(x4))−1 (8)
|u| = (n − 1)((p + 1)|v1| + h2 − h1)+ |x2| − |x1|
= (n − 1)((p + 1)|v2| + h4 − h3)+ |x3| − |x4|,
(9)
0 ≤ hi ≤ p, 0 ≤ |xi | ≤ n − 2, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, |x1x3|, |x2x4| ≤ n − 1. (10)
Moreover, if h1, h2 < p, then x1, x2 ∈ Pref(ŷ ).
Proof. By possibly replacing w with one of its factors, we may assume with no loss of generality that
f (w) = rus, r ∈ Pref( f (Am)), s ∈ Suff( f (Am)).
Let us verify that one has
f (v)ŷ h4 = ŷ h1x1ux4 (11)
for suitable v ∈ Fact(w), 0 ≤ h1, h4 ≤ p, 0 ≤ |x1|, |x4| ≤ n − 2. Indeed, as r ∈ Pref( f (Am)), one has r = ŷ h1x1
with 0 ≤ h1 ≤ p and 0 ≤ |x1| ≤ n − 2 so that f (w) = ŷ h1x1us. If |s| ≤ n − 2, then (11) holds with v = w, h4 = 0
and x4 = s. Thus, we assume |s| ≥ n − 1. In such a case, one has
w = va, f (a) = s′s, ŷ h1x1u = f (v)s′
with v ∈ Fact(w), a ∈ Am , s′ ∈ A∗m . As s′ is a prefix of f (a) and |s′| = | f (a)| − |s| ≤ p(n − 1), s′ has to be a prefix
of ŷ p, and therefore one has s′x4 = ŷ h4 for some x4 ∈ Suff(ŷ ), 0 ≤ h4 ≤ p. Hence, 0 ≤ |x4| ≤ n− 2 and one easily
derives (11). From (11), one has
ϕ(u) = (ϕ(x1))−1ρ−h1ψ(v)ρh4(ϕ(x4))−1, (12)
|u| = (n − 1)((p + 1)|v| + h4 − h1)− |x1x4|. (13)
Now we verify that
ϕ(u) = (ϕ(x1))−1ρ−h1ψ(v1)ρh2ϕ(x2), (14)
|u| = (n − 1)((p + 1)|v1| + h2 − h1)+ |x2| − |x1|, (15)
for some v1 ∈ Fact(w), x2 ∈ A∗m , with |x2| ≤ n − 2, 0 ≤ h2 ≤ p. Indeed, if x4 = ε, the previous equations are
verified for h2 = h4, v1 = v, x2 = ε. Thus, we assume x4 6= ε.
If h4 > 0, then by (11) one has ŷ = x2x4, so that (ϕ(x4))−1 = ρ−1ϕ(x2) and |x4| = n − 1 − |x2|. Thus, taking
h2 = h4 − 1 and v1 = v, from (12) and (13) one derives that (14) and (15) respectively are satisfied.
If h4 = 0, then by (11) one has v = v1c, f (c) = ŷ px2x4, so that ψ(v) = ψ(v1)ρ pϕ(x2x4), |v| = |v1| + 1,
|x4| = n− 1− |x2|. Thus, taking h2 = p, from (12) and (13), one derives that (14) and (15) respectively are satisfied.
Now let us verify that
ϕ(u) = ϕ(x3)ρ−h3ψ(v2)ρh4(ϕ(x4))−1, (16)
|u| = (n − 1)((p + 1)|v2| + h4 − h3)+ |x3| − |x4|, (17)
for some v2 ∈ Fact(w), x3 ∈ A∗m , with |x3| ≤ n − 2, 0 ≤ h3 ≤ p. Indeed, if x1 = ε, previous equations are verified
for h3 = h1, v2 = v, x3 = ε. Thus, we assume x1 6= ε.
If h1 < p, then r = ŷ h1x1 is a prefix of ŷ p so that ŷ = x1x3 for some x3 ∈ A∗m . One derives (ϕ(x1))−1 =
ϕ(x3)ρ−1 and |x1| = n − 1 − |x3|. Thus, taking h3 = h1 + 1 and v2 = v, from (12) and (13) one derives that
respectively (16) and (17) are satisfied.
If h1 = p, then by (11) one has v = dv2, f (d) = ŷ px1x3, d ∈ Am , x3 ∈ A∗m so that ψ(v) = ρ pϕ(x1x3)ψ(v2),
|v| = |v2| + 1, |x3| = n − 1 − |x1|. Thus, taking h3 = 0, from (12) and (13) one derives that, respectively, (16) and
(17) are satisfied.
To complete the proof, it is sufficient to remark that, by construction, if h1, h2 < p, then x1, x2 ∈ Pref(ŷ ). 
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6. 4-stabilizing words
The goal of this section is to prove that the language f (A∗m), as defined in the previous section, avoids 4-stabilizing
words of length smaller than (p + 1)(n − 1).
For any α1, . . . , αk ∈ Sn , k ≥ 1, we shall denote by Fix(α1, . . . , αk) the set of the elements of An fixed by all
permutations α1, α2, . . . , αk .
Lemma 6.1. Let 0 ≤ ` ≤ n − 3. There exists j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, and
j + ` ∈ Fix(ρ, σ1, . . . , σm) ∪ {6a | a ∈ Am}.
Proof. Let j ∈ {1, 2} be such that i = j + ` is even. Since i < n, if i = 6a − 4 for some a > 0, then by (4) and (6)
one has i ∈ Fix(ρ, σ1, . . . , σm). The same holds if i = 6a − 2 or i = 6a with a > m. If i = 6a with a ≤ m, the
statement is again verified.
The last remaining case is when i = 6a − 2, a ≤ m. In such a case, one has j + 2 ≤ 4 and j + 2+ ` = 6a, so that
the statement is verified with j + 2 in place of j . 
Lemma 6.2. Let u ∈ Fact( f (A∗)) ∩ Stab(4) be such that |u| ≤ (p + 1)(n − 1). Then there exist k ∈ Am \ Fix(ρ),
v ∈ Am ∪ {ε} and ` such that (n − 1)` ≤ |u| ≤ (n − 1)(`+ 1)+ 2 and kψ(v) = kρ−`.
Proof. By Lemma 5.4, there exist v1, v2 ∈ A∗m , x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈ B∗, and integers h1, h2, h3, h4 such that (8)–(10) are
satisfied. Since |u| ≤ (p+ 1)(n − 1), h1, h3 ≤ p and |x1|, |x4| ≤ n − 2, from (9), one obtains that |v1|, |v2| < 2, i.e.,
v1, v2 ∈ Am ∪ {ε}. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: |x3| ≥ n − 3.
In this case, |x1| ≤ n − 1− |x3| ≤ 2. By (8), one has
ϕ(x2) = ρ−h2(ψ(v1))−1ρh1ϕ(x1)(ϕ(u))−1, ψ(v1) = ρh1ϕ(x1u)(ϕ(x2))−1ρ−h2 .
Since by (4), (6) and (7), 2 is fixed by ρ and ψ(v1) and 2ϕ(x1) = 2+ |x1| is fixed by ϕ(u), one has
2ϕ(x2) = 2ϕ(x1) = 2+ |x1|
so that, by Lemma 4.1, |x2| = |x1| and therefore 1ϕ(x1) = 1ϕ(x2) = 1+ |x1| is fixed by ϕ(u). Thus, for k = 1ρ−h1 ,
one has kψ(v1) = 1ρ−h2 = kρh1−h2 . From (9), one has |u| = (n − 1)` where ` = (p + 1)|v1| + h2 − h1. Since ρ is
a (p + 1)-cycle, one has ρh2−h1 = ρ`, so that kψ(v1) = kρ−`.
Case 2: |x3| ≤ n − 4.
By (8), one has
ϕ(x4) = (ϕ(u))−1ϕ(x3)ρ−h3ψ(v2)ρh4 , ψ(v2) = ρh3(ϕ(x3))−1ϕ(ux4)ρ−h4 .
By Lemma 6.1, there exists j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ 4 and
i = j + |x3| ∈ Fix(ρ, σ1, . . . , σm) ∪ {6a | a ∈ Am}.
Moreover, let j ′ ∈ {1, 2} be such that j ′ + |x3| is odd, and set k = j ′ϕ(x3)ρ−h3 . Then j, j ′ are fixed by ϕ(u) and i is
fixed by ρ, so that, from the equations above one obtains
jϕ(x4) = iψ(v2)ρh4 , kψ(v2) = j ′ϕ(x4)ρ−h4 .
If i is fixed by ψ(v2), then one has jϕ(x4) = i = j + |x3|, so that by Lemma 4.1, |x4| = |x3|. One derives
j ′ϕ(x3) = j ′ϕ(x4) = kρh3 , and therefore
kψ(v2) = kρh3−h4 .
From (9), one has |u| = (n− 1)`, where ` = (p+ 1)|v2| + h4− h3. Since ρ is a (p+ 1)-cycle, one has ρh4−h3 = ρ`,
so that kψ(v2) = kρ−`.
If, on the contrary, i is moved by ψ(v2), then one has v2 ∈ Am and in view of Lemma 5.3, i = 6a,
iψ(v2) = (6a)σa = 6a − 2, a ∈ Am . As 6a − 2 is fixed by ρ, one derives jϕ(x4) = 6a − 2 ≥ 4 ≥ j so that,
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by Lemma 4.1, |x4| = 6a − 2 − j = |x3| − 2. Consequently, j ′ϕ(x4) = j ′ + |x3| − 2 = j ′ϕ(x3)ρ = kρh3+1, and
therefore
kψ(v2) = kρh3−h4+1.
Set ` = (p + 1)|v2| + h4 − h3 − 1. From (9), one derives |u| = (n − 1)(`+ 1)+ 2. Since ρ is a (p + 1)-cycle, one
has ρh4−h3−1 = ρ`, so that kψ(v2) = kρ−`. 
Proposition 6.3. For any u ∈ Fact( f (A∗)) ∩ Stab(4), one has |u| ≥ (p + 1)(n − 1).
Proof. By contradiction, suppose that there exists u ∈ Fact( f (A∗)) ∩ Stab(4) such that |u| < (p + 1)(n − 1). By
Lemma 6.2 one has
kψ(v) = kρ−`, (n − 1)` ≤ |u| ≤ (n − 1)(`+ 1)+ 2
for suitable k ∈ Am \ Fix(ρ), v ∈ Am ∪ {ε} and `. Since |u| < (p + 1)(n − 1) one has ` ≤ p. Moreover, by
Proposition 4.4, one has |u| ≥ 3(n − 1), and therefore ` ≥ 2.
Suppose that k is moved by ψ(v). Then, by Lemma 5.3, one has kψ(v) = kσa for some a ∈ Am . Thus,
kσa = kρ−` so that k and kσa are in the same ρ-orbit. In view of (4) and (6), one has that necessarily k = 6a − 3 and
kσa = 6a − 1 = kρ−1. This implies that
k = kρ`−1.
This is a contradiction since ρ is a (p + 1)-cycle and 0 < `− 1 < p.
If, on the contrary, k is fixed by ψ(v), then k is fixed also by ρ`, and one has again a contradiction, since
0 < ` < p + 1. 
7. 17-stabilizing words
In this section, we shall prove that if n ≥ 18, then the language f (A∗m) avoids 17-stabilizing words up to length
3(p+1)(n−1). As a consequence, we obtain that if n ≥ 30, then f (A∗m) avoids k-stabilizing words of length smaller
than k(n − 1) for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1.
Lemma 7.1. For any u ∈ Fact( f (A∗m)) ∩ Stab(7), |u| is divided by n − 1.
Proof. By Lemma 5.4, there exist v1, v2 ∈ A∗m , x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈ B∗, and integers h1, h2, h3, h4 such that (8)–(10) are
satisfied.
Suppose |x3| ≥ n − 6. In this case, |x1| ≤ n − 1− |x3| ≤ 5, so that 2+ |x1| is fixed by ϕ(u). Since by (4), (6) and
(7), 2 is fixed by ρ and ψ(v1), from (8) one has
2ϕ(x2) = 2ρ−h2(ψ(v1))−1ρh1ϕ(x1)(ϕ(u))−1 = 2ϕ(x1)(ϕ(u))−1 = 2+ |x1|.
By Lemma 4.1, one derives that |x2| = |x1|, and the conclusion follows by (9).
Now suppose that |x3| ≤ n − 7. We can find j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ 6 and j + |x3| = 6a − 4 for some a ≥ 1.
Moreover, as 6a − 4 < n, by (4), (6) and (7), one has that 6a − 4 is fixed by ρ and ψ(v2), so that in view of (8),
jϕ(x4) = j (ϕ(u))−1ϕ(x3)ρ−h3ψ(v2)ρh4 = 6a − 4 = j + |x3|.
By Lemma 4.1, one derives that |x4| = |x3|, and the conclusion follows by (9). 
In the sequel, we assume that n ≥ 18.
Proposition 7.2. For any u ∈ Fact( f (A∗m)) ∩ Stab(17), one has |u| > 3(p + 1)(n − 1).
Proof. By contradiction, assume that there exists u ∈ Fact( f (A∗m)) ∩ Stab(17) such that |u| ≤ 3(p + 1)(n − 1).
By Lemma 5.4, there exist v1, v2 ∈ A∗m , x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈ B∗, and integers h1, h2, h3, h4 such that (8)–(10) are
satisfied. Moreover, by Lemma 7.1, from (9) one derives |x1| = |x2| and |x3| = |x4|. By Proposition 6.3, one has
(p + 1)(n − 1) ≤ |u| ≤ 3(p + 1)(n − 1). Thus, from (9), one obtains 1 ≤ |v1|, |v2| ≤ 3.
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First, we suppose that |x3| < 6m − 6. In this case, we can find a j such that 7 ≤ j ≤ 12 and j + |x3| = 6a for
some a with 2 ≤ a ≤ m. By (8), one has
ψ(v2) = ρh3(ϕ(x3))−1ϕ(ux4)ρ−h4 .
Since j is fixed by ϕ(u) and 6a = jϕ(x3) = jϕ(x4) is fixed by ρ, one derives
(6a)ψ(v2) = 6a.
By (7), (6a)ψ(v2) = (6a)σ |v2|−|v2|aa . Thus, σ |v2|−|v2|aa fixes 6a. Since σa is a 4-cycle and 0 ≤ |v2|a ≤ |v2| ≤ 3, one
derives |v2| − |v2|a = 0, so that v2 = a|v2|, and then by (7), ψ(v2) =∏c∈Am\{a} σ |v2|c .
Replacing j by j − 6 in the previous argument, one obtains that 6(a − 1) is fixed by ψ(v2) and, consequently, by
σ
|v2|
a−1. Since 1 ≤ |v2| ≤ 3, this is a contradiction.
Now we suppose that |x3| ≥ 6m − 6. In this case, |x1| ≤ n − 1− |x3| ≤ 13. By (8), one has
ψ(v1) = ρh1ϕ(x1u)(ϕ(x2))−1ρ−h2 .
Since 4+ |x1| is fixed by ϕ(u) and 4 is fixed by ρ, one derives
4ψ(v1) = 4.
On the other side, as 1 ≤ |v1| ≤ 3, by (7) one has 4ψ(v1) = 4σ |v1|1 6= 4, yielding a contradiction. 
Proposition 7.3. Let n ≥ 30. For any k = 1, . . . , n − 1, f (A∗m) avoids k-stabilizing words of length smaller than
k(n − 1).
Proof. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 and u ∈ Fact( f (A∗m)) ∩ Stab(k). We shall prove that |u| ≥ k(n − 1).
If k ≤ 3, this follows from Proposition 5.1. If 4 ≤ k ≤ p+1, then by Proposition 6.3, one has |u| ≥ (p+1)(n−1) ≥
k(n−1). Finally assume that k ≥ p+2. Since n ≥ 30, one has p ≥ 15, and therefore k ≥ 17. Thus, by Proposition 7.2,
|u| > 3(p + 1)(n − 1) > k(n − 1). 
8. Kernel repetitions
We say that a word v ∈ A+m is a ψ-kernel repetition (of order n) if it has a period q and a factor v′ such that
v′ ∈ kerψ, |v′| = q, (n − 1)(|v| + 1) ≥ nq − 3.
In this section, we shall prove that if w ∈ A∗m avoids ψ-kernel repetitions, then f (w) avoids kernel repetitions.
Lemma 8.1. For any u ∈ Fact( f (A∗m)) ∩ kerϕ, |u| is divided by (p + 1)(n − 1).
Proof. Let v1, v2 ∈ Fact(w), x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈ B∗, h1, h2, h3, h4 ≥ 0 satisfy the statement of Lemma 5.4. By
Lemma 7.1 and (9), one derives |x1| = |x2|. Since u ∈ kerϕ and n is fixed by ψ(v1), from (8) one easily derives
nρh1ϕ(x1) = nρh2ϕ(x2). (18)
Let us verify that nρh1 = nρh2 . If h1 = p, then one has nρh1 = 1. Since 1ϕ(x1) = 1ϕ(x2) = 1+ |x1|, from (18) one
obtains nρh2 = nρh1ϕ(x1)(ϕ(x2))−1 = 1 = nρh1 . In a similar way, one obtains nρh2 = nρh1 if h2 = p. If h1, h2 < p,
then by Lemma 5.4, one has x1, x2 ∈ Pref(ŷ ). Since |x1| = |x2|, one derives x1 = x2 and consequently nρh2 = nρh1 .
Thus, in any case, one has nρh2 = nρh1 . Since ρ is a (p + 1)-cycle moving n and 0 ≤ h1, h2 ≤ p, one derives
h1 = h2, so that by (9), one has |u| = (p + 1)(n − 1)|v1|, which proves the statement. 
Proposition 8.2. Let w ∈ A∗m . If a factor of f (w) is a kernel repetition, then a factor of w is a ψ-kernel repetition.
Proof. Let u be a kernel repetition occurring in f (w). Then u has a period q such that
|u| > nq
n − 1 − n + 1 (19)
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and any factor of u of length q belongs to kerϕ. Moreover, by Lemma 8.1 and Proposition 7.2 one has q =
(p + 1)(n − 1)t , for a suitable t > 3. By possibly replacing w with one of its factors, we may assume with no
loss of generality that
f (w) = rus, r ∈ Pref( f (Am)), s ∈ Suff( f (Am)). (20)
First we consider the case that |r | > p(n − 1). In such a case, from Eqs. (19) and (20) one obtains
| f (w)| ≥ |ru| > nq
n − 1 + (p − 1)(n − 1)
and therefore
|w| > nt
n − 1 +
p − 1
p + 1 .
Since (p − 1)/(p + 1) = 1− 2/(p + 1) > 1− 4/(n − 1) and t ≥ 4, one derives
|w| > nt − 4
n − 1 + 1 ≥ t + 1. (21)
Set w = ava′, a, a′ ∈ Am , v ∈ A∗m . Then |v| ≥ t and f (v) is a factor of u, so that f (v) has the period q and v has the
period t . Moreover, if v′ is a factor of v of length t , then f (v′) is a factor of u of length q, so that f (v′) ∈ kerϕ and
v′ ∈ kerψ . Finally, by (21), one has (n − 1)(|v| + 1) = (n − 1)(|w| − 1) > nt − 4. This proves that v is a ψ-kernel
repetition.
Now we consider the case that |r | ≤ p(n − 1). In this case, the word r is a prefix of ŷ p, and consequently of any
word of f (Am). Since | f (w)| ≥ |u| > nq/(n − 1)− n + 1, one has
|w| > nt
n − 1 −
1
p + 1 >
nt − 2
n − 1 > t.
Let v′ be the prefix of w of length t . Then the word u1 = f (v′)r is a prefix of f (w) and, consequently, of ru.
Moreover, r ∈ Pref(u1) ∩ Suff(u1), so that q = |u1| − |r | is a period of u1. Thus, q is a period of both the prefix u1
and the suffix u of the word ru. Since |u1| + |u| = q + |ru|, one derives that q is also a period of ru. Hence, also ru
is a kernel repetition. Set w = va, a ∈ Am , v ∈ A∗m . Then f (v) is a factor of ru, and one can show, similarly to the
previous case, that v is a ψ-kernel repetition. 
9. Avoiding ψ-kernel repetitions
By the results of the previous sections, at least in the case n ≥ 30, in order to construct an infinite word on n letters
avoiding factors of any exponent larger than n/(n − 1), it is sufficient to find an infinite word on the alphabet Am
avoiding ψ-kernel repetitions. In this section, we shall construct such a word for any n ≥ 33.
Lemma 9.1. One has
kerψ = {v ∈ A∗m | ∀a ∈ Am, 4 divides |v|a}.
Proof. Suppose v ∈ kerψ . By (7), one obtains that 4 divides |v| and |v| − |v|a , for 2 ≤ a ≤ m. Consequently, 4 also
divides |v|1 = |v| −∑ma=2 |v|a .
Conversely, if 4 divides |v|a for all a ∈ Am , then 4 also divides |v|. From (7), one derives v ∈ kerψ . 
Let β = (bi )i≥1 be the infinite word on the alphabet A2 defined as follows:
bi =
1 if i ≡ 1 (mod 3),2 if i ≡ 2 (mod 3),bi/3 if i ≡ 0 (mod 3), i ≥ 1.
Lemma 9.2. If u ∈ Fact(β) has period q and length |u| ≥ q + 3k , k ≥ 0, then 3k divides q.
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Proof. The statement is trivially true for k = 0. Thus we assume k ≥ 1 and proceed by induction on k. Let
u = bibi+1 · · · b j ,
j ≥ i ≥ 1. We can find h ∈ {i, i+1, i+2} such that h and h+q are not divided by 3. Since k ≥ 1, one has h+q ≤ j ,
and therefore ah = ah+q . By the definition of β, it follows that k ≡ k + q (mod 3), and therefore, q = 3q ′, for a
suitable integer q ′. Set s = di/3e, t = b j/3c. Then the word
v = bsbs+1 · · · bt = b3sb3(s+1) · · · b3t
has period q ′ and length |v| ≥ b|u|/3c ≥ q ′ + 3k−1. By the inductive hypothesis, 3k−1 divides q ′. Hence, 3k divides
q . 
Let α = (ai )i≥1 be the infinite word on the alphabet Am defined as follows:
ai =
{
max{a ∈ Am | 4a−2 divides i} if i is even,
b(i+1)/2 if i is odd.
Lemma 9.3. For any v ∈ Fact(α) ∩ kerψ , 4m−1 divides |v|.
Proof. The statement is trivially true if v = ε. Thus, we assume v 6= ε. Set |v| = 4q t , where 4q is the maximal power
of 4 dividing |v| and assume, for contradiction, that q ≤ m− 2. Since v ∈ kerψ , by Lemma 9.1 one has that 4 divides
|v| =∑ma=1 |v|a , i.e., q ≥ 1.
One has v = aiai+1 · · · ai+4q t−1 for some i ≥ 1. By definition, for any j ≥ 1, one has a j ≥ q + 2 if and only if 4q
divides j . Thus
m∑
a=q+2
|v|a = Card{ j | i ≤ j ≤ i + 4q t − 1, 4q divides j} = t.
Since v ∈ kerψ , by Lemma 9.1, one derives that 4 divides t . This contradicts the maximality of q. 
Proposition 9.4. If n ≥ 33, then the infinite word α avoids ψ-kernel repetitions.
Proof. For contradiction, suppose that a ψ-kernel repetition v occurs in α. Then v has a period q and a factor v′ such
that
v′ ∈ kerψ, |v′| = q, (n − 1)(|v| + 1) ≥ nq − 3.
By Lemma 9.3, q = 4m−1t for some t ≥ 1.
We first assume that |v| ≥ q + 2. Then one has q + 2 · 3k ≤ |v| < q + 2 · 3k+1 for some k ≥ 0. We recall that
m = b(n−3)/6c, so that n ≤ 6m+8. Thus, from the inequalities (n−1)(|v|+1) ≥ nq−3 and |v|+1 ≤ q+2 ·3k+1,
one easily derives
q ≤ 2(n − 1)3k+1 + 3 ≤ 3k(36m + 45). (22)
Deleting in v the letters of even index, we obtain a factor u of β having period q ′ = q/2 = 22m−3t and length
|u| ≥
⌊ |v|
2
⌋
≥ q ′ + 3k,
By Lemma 9.2, one derives that 3k divides q ′, and consequently t . Hence, q ≥ 4m−13k . From (22), one obtains
4m−1 ≤ 36m + 45. However, this inequality implies m ≤ 4, so that n ≤ 32, which contradicts our hypothesis.
Now let us consider the case that |v| ≤ q + 1. In this case, from the inequality (n − 1)(|v| + 1) ≥ nq − 3, one
easily obtains 2n + 1 ≥ q . As q ≥ 4m−1 and n ≤ 6m + 8, one derives
12m + 17 ≥ 4m−1.
Again, this inequality implies m ≤ 4, yielding a contradiction. 
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By Proposition 9.4, for any n ≥ 33, the infinite word α = (ai )i≥1 on the alphabet Am avoids ψ-kernel repetitions
of order n. By Propositions 7.3 and 8.2, the binary words
f (a1a2 · · · ai ), i ≥ 1,
avoid kernel repetitions of order n and, for all k ≥ 1, k-stabilizing factors of order n and length smaller than k(n− 1).
By Proposition 3.2, we conclude that the words γn( f (a1a2 · · · ai )), i ≥ 1, avoid factors of exponent larger than
n/(n − 1). Thus, RT(n) ≤ n/(n − 1). In view of (1), we can state the main result of this paper
Theorem 9.5. For n ≥ 33, the repetition threshold on n letters is n/(n − 1).
We notice explicitly that for any n ≥ 30, an infinite word on n letters whose factors have maximal exponent
n/(n − 1) can be effectively given. Indeed, from the definition of γn , for any i ≥ 1, the word γn( f (a1a2 · · · ai ))
is a proper prefix of γn( f (a1a2 · · · ai+1)). Thus, according to the usual topology, the sequence γn( f (a1a2 · · · ai ))
converges to an infinite word αn = γn( f (α)) such that
Fact(αn) =
⋃
i≥1
Fact (γn( f (a1a2 · · · ai ))) .
Hence, the maximal exponent of the factors of αn is n/(n − 1).
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